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Can Uber Ever Deliver? Part Eleven: Annual Uber
Losses Now Approaching $5 Billion
Posted on December 12, 2017 by Yves Smith
By Hubert Horan, who has 40 years of experience in the management and regulation of
transportation companies (primarily airlines). Horan has no financial links with any urban car
service industry competitors, investors or regulators, or any firms that work on behalf of
industry participants
Previous Naked Capitalism Uber analysis now published as a law journal article
My Naked Capitalism series is the only (to my knowledge) analysis of Uber that assembled a
complete picture of Uber’s profitability over time from the various fragmentary press reports about
financial results. It argued that all the available factual evidence about Uber’s actual financial
performance and competitive economics indicated that Uber’s business model could never produce
sustainable profits unless it was able to exploit significant anti-competitive market power. None of
the contrary claims made by Uber supporters have been backed by any objective economic data.
Most media coverage totally ignores the abysmal economics and as a result can’t provide coherent
explanations of Uber’s recent scandals and governance battles.
The material that had originally been presented across ten NC posts is now available in a single
article[1]published in the Transportation Law Journal and available
at https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2933177. The journal format allows for
much more exhaustive documentation of evidence than internet posts, and makes it easier to
demonstrate linkages between different aspects of the Uber story.
Newly released data affirm and strengthen my previous finding that Uber is hopelessly
unprofitable
Since it is impossible to understand Uber’s behavior without first understanding its actual financial
performance, I have updated the data that was presented in Section II-A of the TLJ article and in
several parts of this NC series.[2]
On December 1st, Eric Newcomer of Bloomberg published a new batch of Uber financial data that
had been included in a prospectus related to SoftBank’s potential acquisition of Uber shares.[3] The
Uber historical P&L table below combines all available data and shows Uber full year results from
2012 to 2016; the estimated 2017 results are the actual 2nd/3rd quarter results reported by
Newcomer multiplied by two.[4] Uber has never challenged the accuracy of any of the P&L data that
has appeared in the press.
The updated data demonstrates that Uber, in its eighth year of operations, continues to experience
P&L losses that are staggering and still steadily growing, The data affirms that since there is no
evidence of strong, ongoing profit improvement due to increasing efficiency or powerful
scale/network economies, there is no basis for claiming that Uber can rapidly grow into profitability.
The data shows that while margin improvement occurred in 2015/16, it can be entirely explained by
cuts in driver compensation unilaterally imposed by Uber, not by improved efficiency. New 2017 data

strengthens the finding that the overall Uber business model (the combination of Uber and its
nominally independent drivers) is not viable, and that all of Uber’s growth to date is due to billions in
predatory subsidies. Those unilateral driver compensation cuts still left Uber billions short of
breakeven but threatened the rapid growth its valuation was based on; reversing the cuts restored
volume growth but pushed annual losses towards $5 billion.
Uber lost $2.5 billion in 2015, probably lost $4 billion in 2016, and is on track to lose $5 billion
in 2017.
The top line on the table below shows is total passenger payments, which must be split between
Uber corporate and its drivers. Driver gross earnings are substantially higher than actual take home
pay, as gross earning must cover all the expenses drivers bear, including fuel, vehicle ownership,
insurance and maintenance.
Most of the “profit” data released by Uber over time and discussed in the press is not true GAAP
(generally accepted accounting principles) profit comparable to the net income numbers public
companies publish but is EBIDTAR contribution. Companies have significant leeway as to how they
calculate EBIDTAR (although it would exclude interest, taxes, depreciation, amortization) and the
percentage of total costs excluded from EBIDTAR can vary significantly from quarter to quarter,
given the impact of one-time expenses such as legal settlements and stock compensation. We only
have true GAAP net profit results for 2014, 2015 and the 2nd/3rd quarters of 2017, but have
EBIDTAR contribution numbers for all other periods.[5]

Uber had GAAP net income of negative $2.6 billion in 2015, and a negative profit margin of 132%.
This is consistent with the negative $2.0 billion loss and (143%) margin for the year ending
September 2015 presented in part one of the NC Uber series over a year ago.
No GAAP profit results for 2016 have been disclosed, but actual losses likely exceed $4 billion given
the EBIDTAR contribution of negative $3.2 billion. Uber’s GAAP losses for the 2nd and 3rd quarters
of 2017 were over $2.5 billion, suggesting annual losses of roughly $5 billion.
While many Silicon Valley funded startups suffered large initial losses, none of them lost anything
remotely close to $2.6 billion in their sixth year of operation and then doubled their losses to $5
billion in year eight. Reversing losses of this magnitude would require the greatest corporate
financial turnaround in history.

No evidence of significant efficiency/scale gains; 2015 and 2016 margin improvements
entirely explained by unilateral cuts in driver compensation, but losses soared when Uber
had to reverse these cuts in 2017.
Total 2015 gross passenger payments were 200% higher than 2014, but Uber corporate revenue
improved 300% because Uber cut the driver share of passenger revenue from 83% to 77%. This
was an effective $500 million wealth transfer from drivers to Uber’s investors. These driver
compensation cuts improved Uber’s EBIDTAR margin, but Uber’s P&L gains were wiped out by
higher non-EBIDTAR expense. Thus the 300% Uber revenue growth did not result in any
improvement in Uber profit margins.
In 2016, Uber unilaterally imposed much larger cuts in driver compensation, costing drivers an
additional $3 billion.[6] Prior to Uber’s market entry, the take home pay of big-city cab drivers in the
US was in the $12-17/hour range, and these earnings were possible only if drivers worked 65-75
hours a week.
An independent study of the net earnings of Uber drivers (after accounting for the costs of the
vehicles they had to provide) in Denver, Houston and Detroit in late 2015 (prior to Uber’s big 2016
cuts) found that driver earnings had fallen to the $10-13/hour range.[7] Multiple recent news reports
have documented how Uber drivers are increasing unable to support themselves from their reduced
share of passenger payments.[8]
A business model where profit improvement is hugely dependent on wage cuts is unsustainable,
especially when take home wages fall to (or below) minimum wage levels. Uber’s primary focus has
always been the rate of growth in gross passenger revenue, as this has been a major justification for
its $68 billion valuation. This growth rate came under enormous pressure in 2017 given Uber efforts
to raise fares, major increases in driver turnover as wages fell, [9] and the avalanche of adverse
publicity it was facing.
Since mass driver defections would cause passenger volume growth to collapse completely , Uber
was forced to reverse these cuts in 2017 and increased the driver share from 68% to 80%. This
meant that Uber’s corporate revenue, which had grown over 300% in 2015 and over 200% in 2016
will probably only grow by about 15% in 2017.
If Uber had any ability to exploit the type of powerful efficiency and scale driven improvements that
rapidly drove other tech companies towards sustainable profitability, one would see clear-cut
evidence in this P&L table. There are undoubtedly a number of things Uber could do to reduce
losses at the margin, but it is difficult to imagine it could suddenly find the $4-5 billion in profit
improvement needed merely to reach breakeven.
The P&L data illustrates why Uber cannot go public
Under Travis Kalanick, Uber had no interest in an IPO because he fully understood that the full
financial disclosures required—including historical cash flows, balance sheets and much greater
operational P&L detail—would expose Uber’s abysmal economics, and destroy its PR narrative
where powerful efficiencies would inevitably lead to success. Dara Khosrowshahi, under pressure
from certain Board factions when he was first hired to replace Kalanick, promised an IPO by the end
of 2019. This could be a disaster unless Uber somehow finds convincing evidence of profitable
economics that it can put in the prospectus.
If Uber had accounting data that could demonstrate billions in efficiencies and a clear path to profits,
they have ample incentive to share that data with reporters. Since they have not done that, it is

reasonable to assume that evidence does not exist, and the additional data that would emerge
during an IPO would actually strengthen the case that (in the absence of significant anti-competitive
market power) Uber’s business model can never produce sustainable profits.
[1] Horan, Hubert, Will the Growth of Uber Increase Economic Welfare? 44 Transp. L.J., 33-105
(2017)
[2] That data, which had been leaked in dribs and drabs between August 2015 and April 2017,
included the full years 2012-14, but only selected quarters in 2015 and 2016.
[3] Newcomer, Eric, Will Uber Ever Stop The Bleeding?, Bloomberg, 1 Dec 2017. Softbank’s tender
offer is conditional on acquire a minimum of 14 percent of Uber shares at a price that would reflect a
roughly 30% discount from Uber’s last valuation. All publically available data is strictly limited to high
level corporate P&L numbers; no balance sheet, cash flow or regional/product level reports have
been released.
[4]. Data from the Softbank prospectus fills in the missing 2015 and 2016 data, and also provided
results for the second and third quarter of 2017. There are some minor discrepancies between data
released at different points in time; the P&L table uses the most recently released data. Limited first
quarter of 2017 data had been released in May, but the Uber revenue number was wildly higher than
previous or subsequent quarters. Bensinger, Greg, Uber Posts $708 Million Loss as Finance Head
Leaves, Wall Street Journal, 1 Jun 2017
[5] Neither GAAP profit or EBIDTAR contribution includes expenses not directly related to current
operations, such as long-term IT/market development costs, or expenses related to autonomous
cars
[6] Given gross passenger payments of $20.0 billion in 2016, driver compensation was reduced by
$3 billion due to Uber’s unilateral decision to cut the driver’s share from 83% (2014) to 68%
[7] See the TLJ article pp.46-49; the Denver/Detroit/Houston study is cited at note 37.
[8] One report cited the need for drivers to work marathon shifts focused on surge pricing periods.
Masha Goncharova, Ride-Hailing Drivers are Slaves to the Surge, N.Y. Times (Jan. 12, 2017).
Another report noted the increasing need for Uber drivers to actually sleep in their cars. Eric
Newcomer & Olivia Zaleski, When Their Shifts End, Uber Drivers Set up Camp in Parking Lots
across the U.S., Bloomberg News (Jan. 23, 2017). A third report confirmed the marathon shifts and
sleeping in cars, and compared Uber drivers to “migrant workers.” See Carolyn Said, Long-Distance
Uber, Lyft Drivers’ Crazy Commutes, Marathon Days, Big Paychecks, S.F. Chronicle (Feb. 18,
2017).
[9] Observed driver turnover would have been even higher, but most Uber drivers are locked into
vehicle financing arrangements, and thus have no short-term ability to move to other jobs.
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Part Eight of this series[1] documented the dreadful flaws in Brad Stone’s major 2017 book on Uber,
“The Upstarts.”[2] “The Upstarts” was not independent journalism. Stone acknowledged it was an
explicit attempt to tell the story Uber wanted told, and described his efforts to convince Travis
Kalanick that the book would help Uber tell its story. The central questions in the “The Upstarts”
were “Did the benefits of their [Uber and Airbnb’s] dominance outweigh the well-publicized
drawbacks? What was their true impact on cities? Were they good for society or bad?” (p.243)
But few business books have ever gotten their story more completely wrong. “The Upstarts”
valorized Travis Kalanick as the leader of a heroically innovative company that was “changing the
world” just as an avalanche of stories about Uber’s massive losses, dysfunctional management and
corporate culture, systemic sexual harassment, intellectual property theft, obstruction of law
enforcement and other endemic problems destroyed the credibility of Stone’s narrative.
Stone, the senior executive editor for technology at Bloomberg News, has just published a
Bloomberg BusinessWeek story entitled “The Fall of Travis Kalanick Was a Lot Weirder and Darker
Than You Thought.”[3]The central questions in “Weirder and Darker” were how did Uber suddenly
change “from world’s most valuable startup to world’s most dysfunctional” and whether replacing
Kalanick with Dara Khosrowshahi successfully solved Uber’s problems.
“Weirder and Darker” follows the exact same structure as “The Upstarts” and is equally flawed.
Stone focused narrowly on the personalities of select insiders while ignoring all evidence about
Uber’s economic and financial performance and the views of anyone outside Uber’s inner circle. He
force fit his evidence into a pre-determined narrative designed to create a favorable emotional
impression but never actually answered the questions he posed and gets important parts of the Uber
story entirely wrong. And Stone never mentioned that “Weirder and Darker’s” portrayal of Kalanick
and Uber is the polar opposite of what he’d published in “The Upstarts” last year.
Stone’s new Uber narrative is wildly inconsistent with the story he told last year
The narrative in “Weirder and Darker” is easy to summarize. Uber’s “melodrama began [o]n Jan. 27
[2017]” and grew from that point as a stream of negative publicity emerged[4]. The underlying
problems were Kalanick’s insistence “that the company had a public-relations problem, not a cultural
one” and aspects of Kalanick’s personality (especially his “unrelenting combativeness”) that fueled
Uber’s “absurdly bro-ish cultural values“, and alienated critical supporters such as Uber President
Jeff Jones and Google Ventures (a major shareholder). Kalanick “embarked on a yearlong starring
role as the villain who gets his comeuppance.”
Since “Kalanick was unable or unwilling to right himself” that comeuppance would be delivered by
the Board, who hired former Attorney General Eric Holder to do an exhaustive review of Uber’s
cultural problems (“We will leave no stones unturned. This company has one opportunity to get this
right.”) and fired Kalanick after Holder delivered his report. New CEO Khosrowshahi’s personality
makes him ideal to lead Uber into the future because he “was all that Kalanick wasn’t or couldn’t be:
humble, a good listener, and a diplomat.” Khosrowshahi has already found a major capital infusion
(from SoftBank) and is committed to taking the company public by October 2019.

Almost every element of Stone’s 2018 “Weirder and Darker” narrative contradicts his 2017 “Upstarts”
narrative, yet Stone never acknowledges that his previous story is no longer operative. Kalanick’s
“unrelenting combativeness” is now the root cause of Uber’s crises, but in “Upstarts” it was the driver
of Uber’s great success and was perfectly suited to the marketplace challenges it faced (“The
meeting thrust Kalanick into the thick of the familiar battle between new technology and the old,
outdated ways of doing things” and the ”powerful taxi interests” (p.122)). Kalanick’s hyperaggressive, anti-diplomatic style was highly admirable (“Facts and intellectual arguments, not charm
were his weapons, and he wasn’t about to kiss any political rings.” (p.191)). Kalanick’s willful refusal
to obey existing laws is honorable because those obstacles would prevent Uber from “unlock[ing] the
true potential of an on-demand transportation service.” (p.299).
The “absurdly bro-ish cultural values“ that Stone attacked in “Weirder and Darker” (and were
formally opposed by the Board after its post-Fowler investigation), were glowingly described in
“Upstarts” (pp.315-317). Stone pointed out the huge effort Kalanick had put in to articulating these
values, noted how they culturally unified a rapidly growing company, emphasized that “many of
Uber’s principles were comparable” to Amazon’s, and quoted senior staff saying that the rollout of
the corporate values “was one of the most moving moments I had at Uber.”
“Upstarts” refutes the idea that Kalanick’s monomaniacal culture suddenly emerged as an issue on
January 27, 2017; it had been clear to the Board from the earliest days of its operation. In 2010,
Kalanick said “I’ll stop at nothing to see Uber go to every major city in the US and the world” (p.123).
By early 2011 he had “expelled from his inner circle anyone he thought might stand in the way of
Uber’s manifest destiny to conquer the world.”(p.153).
In “Weirder and Darker,” Stone claims that Kalanick’s post January 27th 2017 missteps were horribly
damaging and justified his dismissal, but when he documented the same type of missteps in
“Upstarts” he insisted they were all minor issues that could be easily excused. In “Weirder and
Darker,” Emil Michaels’ (Kalanick’s most important lieutenant) is emblematic of Uber’s cultural rot
and senior staff are petitioning for his dismissal.
But in “Upstarts,” issues with Michaels are easily brushed aside. Stone briefly notes multiple public
reports that Michaels led efforts to harass journalists skeptical of Uber, but then uncritically repeats
Michaels’ false claim that all of these reports were fabrications. Stone expects readers to swallow
the idea that Michaels had only wanted to “create a coalition for responsible journalism.” (p.262).
After all, he had “a reputation of being effective, loyal and upbeat” (p.247). Stone glossed over false
Uber claims that its drivers made over $90,000 a year by suddenly focusing on how a Uber recruiter
on Chicago’s South Side was creating wonderful opportunities for people short on cash.(p319-21).
Uber burned over $1 billion of its investors’ cash on its failed China venture, but Stone approvingly
quotes Kalanick’s view that this effort was worthwhile because it was “romantic” and a chance to “do
something interesting and beautiful” (p.329) and gives no indication that the China venture led to
serious internal conflict.
Because Stone is trying to force-fit events into a simplistic narrative, he gets important parts
of the Uber story badly wrong
Stone claim in “Weirder and Darker” that the shift “from “world’s most valuable startup” to “world’s
most dysfunctional” is explained by major changes in Kalanick/Uber behavior first observed in early
2017 simply doesn’t hold water. The pre-2017 problems mentioned in “Upstarts” (journalist
harassment, competitor sabotage, fabricated claims about driver pay, huge international losses) are
every bit as problematic as profane tirades against drivers or mishandling the JFK taxi strike or the
Trump business council. Much of the bad 2017 publicity (Greyball, tolerance of systemic sexual
harassment) concerned longstanding patterns of bad behavior. Stone wants his readers to think

major new problems had suddenly arisen since he wrote “Upstarts”, but neither Kalanick’s
personality, nor Uber’s culture had actually changed.
Stone’s simplistic good guys/bad guys narrative falsely portrays the Board as responsible adults who
suddenly discover major problems they’d never noticed before and then take the radical action
needed to tackle these issues and put Uber back on a path to glory.
But Uber’s board had always been fully aware of these longstanding behavioral issues. Kalanick’s
management style had been generating negative publicity since 2010 but it had also been
generating staggering rates of growth and an unprecedented $68 billion valuation, which they saw
as an entirely satisfactory tradeoff. Thus the Board was always 100% complicit with the bad behavior
that Uber’s culture produced, and (as Stone demonstrated in “Upstarts”) could always accept
management’s claims that the bad publicity had been contrived by Uber’s enemies, or find other
excuses for brushing it under the rug. The Board never uttered a single word critical of any
management action in public until the post-Fowler public outrage could no longer be contained.
As noted, very little of the bad publicity Uber faced in early 2017 had any material impact on Uber’s
financial performance, and none of it raised issues that were new or had dramatically worsened. But
Stone’s narrative required major, new problems that would force the responsible adults on the Board
to take radical action. But the triggering events in Stone’s story – things like the discovery that
subprime loan losses were worse than expected, and Kalanick’s demand that Uber security search
staff emails to identify the source of leaks — were also financially trivial and obviously do not answer
Stone’s question as to why the Board was suddenly motivated to violate the longstanding
expectation that “Silicon Valley CEOs are supposed to be sacrosanct.”
Stone’s contrived narrative also means that he gets much of the story of Kalanick’s actual dismissal
wrong. Stone violates the chronology of his story and describes the release of the Eric Holder report,
which occurred in mid-June, coincident with Kalanick’s dismissal, in conjunction with events from
March and April.
Stone’s “no stone unturned” quotes deliberately misrepresents how Holder’s investigation was
actually conducted. The Board had narrowly limited the Holder investigation to the charges in
Fowler’s blogpost; other “cultural” and behavioral issues were out of scope. The original
recommendations were limited to things like increased sensitivity training with no actions taken
against Kalanick, Michaels or other senior executives close to Kalanick. The Holder review had been
overseen by Board member Arianna Huffington, a strong Kalanick ally, who gave multiple press
interviews claiming the sexual harassment problem was limited and would soon be under control.
“Yes, there were some bad apples, unquestionably. But this is not [as Fowler had charged] a
systemic problem.”
The whitewash collapsed with the news that Kalanick and Michaels had obtained the confidential
police records of the rape of a Uber passenger in New Delhi (also noted by Stone out of sequence).
In the following seven days, the Holder report was hurriedly rewritten, and the Board had no
alternative to firing Kalanick and Michaels.[5]
Stone’s narrative misleads readers about the Board, which had been just as dysfunctional as senior
management and heavily complicit in Uber’s behavioral/cultural problems long before 2017.
Huffington and Holder were trying to cover up serious problems instead of fixing them. They might
have gotten away with it if the story of the rape victim’s police file hadn’t emerged. Arianna
Huffington was resented not because she was trying to get Uber to hire her wellness company, as
Stone claims, but because she had made herself into a central character in the Board’s “Game of

Thrones” dynamic, despite not being an actual investor and not having any actual expertise about
Uber’s business.
But just as the Board weren’t really the responsible adult good guys in this story, Kalanick doesn’t
actually fit the simplistic, suddenly out-of-control bad guy role (the “villain who gets his
comeuppance”) Stone has assigned him.
Stone inaccurately describes Google Ventures as a close ally alienated by Kalanick’s impulsive,
hyper-aggressive 2017 push into driverless cars. As Stone himself described (“Upstarts” p.244-7),
Google had decided to pursue driverless cars independent of Uber in 2013, and Kalanick (quite
rationally) realized that future Google domination of robocars could eventually pose an existential
threat to Uber. Kalanick did not remain closely in touch with Uber staff while on temporary leave as
CEO because he “was unable or unwilling to right himself” as Stone insists, but because he was only
on temporary leave at that point, he knew that no one else was actually in charge and because he
was still a critically important bBoard member.
Benchmark did not suddenly decide to fight Kalanick because of subprime loan losses discovered in
2017. Benchmark’s fight with Kalanick began much earlier over Uber’s massive losses in China and
Kalanick’s ongoing refusal to consider the IPO Benchmark needed to realize actual returns. This
was not a battle between good and evil; these were complex strategic issues where both sides had
legitimate (but conflicting) concerns, but dysfunctional governance processes (that both sides had
contributed to) made compromise and resolution impossible. Khosrowshahi was not responsible for
Softbank’s recent stock purchases or the commitment to a 2019 IPO. Both had been engineered by
Benchmark prior to Khosrowshahi’s hiring as part of their campaign to limit Kalanick’s control of the
Board.
Stone wants his readers to believe that Uber’s turmoil can be understood entirely on the
basis of personalities, and that financial results had nothing to do with it
Although Stone totally changed the components of his account, the underlying narrative structure of
“Upstarts” and “Weirder and Darker” are virtually identical. In both cases Stone’s narrative is based
exclusively on the words and actions of a handful of company insiders. In both cases Stone makes
no attempt to provide input or perspective from drivers, local officials industry experts, or any other
independent sources, or to put Uber’s issues in the context of the experiences of any other
comparable Silicon Valley funded startups.
Thus Stone’s readers have no ability to evaluate whether Uber’s problems are systemic or aberrant,
deep-rooted or easily fixed, unique to Uber or common among startups. His readers have nothing to
go on except for the sense they get of these personalities based on these limited quotes and
descriptions. They can’t tell whether insiders who seem likeable have covered up bad management
decisions with self-serving assertions, or whether less likeable insiders have made good decisions
that happen to have been difficult and unpopular.
In both cases Stone completely ignores profitability, cash flow, competitiveness or any other
objective financial or economic evidence. In both cases Stone completely fails to answer the central
questions he has posed because it is impossible to answer these questions without substantial
economic evidence. Stone deliberately concealed information about Uber’s massive losses from
readers of “Upstarts” because a company that had failed to produce any economically sustainable
efficiency or service advantages could not have possibly offset their drawbacks and problems and
produced net benefits for society.

Similarly, by excluding financial/economic evidence, “Weirder and Darker” cannot elucidate how
Uber suddenly changed “from “world’s most valuable startup” to “world’s most dysfunctional.”
Stone’s efforts to account for this dramatic shift on the basis of the sudden deterioration of Kalanick’s
personality and the Board’s sudden realization that they no longer liked the management practices
that had driven Uber’s huge growth and valuation cannot be taken seriously.
Stone underplays or ignores the many financial issues that Board members were actually concerned
with, including the billions in ongoing losses (over $10 billion in the last three years alone)[6], the
Uber China debacle, the dubious investments in other businesses such as logistics and driverless
cars, the threat of an extremely costly resolution to the Google lawsuit and Kalanick’s refusal to
focus on the IPO needed to provide its investors with actual returns.
The personalities and biases of key insiders can obviously influence major business decisions and
competitive battles and news reports can usefully consider how those personalities can influence
complex business issues at the margin. But Stone’s approach absurdly assumes that the investors
that put $13 billion into Uber are totally driven by personality issues and pay little attention to things
like profitability, cash flow or return on investment.
Stone’s pieces are PR/propaganda, not journalism
Both “Upstarts” and “Weirder and Darker” follow the structural conventions of PR/propaganda, not
journalism. Both assemble a set of events (and, I presume, quotes) that are factually accurate and
opinions that seem reasonable, that have been cherry-picked to fit a pre-determined narrative. All
evidence inconsistent with that narrative has been excluded; including evidence published by
Stone’s colleagues at Bloomberg. That narrative presents a simple good guys versus bad guys type
fight (heroic innovators fighting corrupt defenders of the taxi industry status quo, responsible Board
members saving their company from a CEO who “was unable or unwilling to right himself”) that
misrepresents the actual complexity of events and conflicting interests.
These narratives are designed to force readers to respond on a purely emotional level and to see
the triumph of the good guys as the only legitimate outcome. These narratives are constructed so
that the narrator and his attempts to emotionally manipulate readers towards specific conclusions
remain largely invisible. Absolutely no independently verifiable data relative to the battle is presented
(e.g. Stone’s complete refusal to present any Uber financial/economic data) that readers might use
to pose questions that could undermine the story lines. They are structured as a complete package
that will eliminate the need for further investigation, not the starting point for further discussion.
While the two pieces seem quite different on the surface — the story of the world’s most valuable
startup versus the story of the world’s most dysfunctional startup — in both cases, Stone’s objective
was to construct the most positive pro-Uber narrative possible at that point in time. Stone was not
working on behalf of his readers but on behalf of Uber’s shareholders. Stone constructed “Upstarts”
as a heroic innovation story, but constructed “Weirder and Darker” as a redemption story since
Uber’s bad behavior had become more widely known. Since propaganda pieces are self-contained,
and not part of an ongoing public discussion, the fact that the evidence, logic and conclusions of the
two pieces are wildly inconsistent can easily be overlooked.
In both cases, Stone’s desire to write the most positive pro-Uber story possible meant preventing
readers from understanding or thinking about Uber’s actual business model, their actual competitive
efficiencies and their actual financial performance.
If “Upstarts” had been grounded in economic evidence about the business model, readers would
have quickly recognized that Uber’s growth had been driven by massive subsidies not cutting-edge

innovations, that Uber’s investors had always been pursuing industry dominance and market power,
and that a company unable to achieve sustainable profits in competitive markets could not possibly
be seen as beneficial for society.
If “Weirder and Darker” had been grounded in economic evidence, readers would have quickly
recognized that things like lawbreaking and toleration for systemic sexual harassment were
inevitable byproducts of a business model that depended on Kalanick’s monomaniacal, hyperaggressive focus on growth at all costs, and that replacing Kalanick with someone who is “humble, a
good listener, and a diplomat” will not reverse $4-5 billion in annual losses within the next 18
months.[7]
Any honest journalist who had attempted to tell these stories would have included outside voices
and perspectives, and provided greater financial and industry context. There would be no pretense
that definitive truth had been discovered, and the existence of conflicting evidence, complexities and
viewpoints would not be deliberately withheld. An honest journalist might believe the available
evidence supported a strongly pro-Uber conclusion but would clearly and openly state why they
believed it was warranted and welcome outside scrutiny of that conclusion. Stone’s reporting on
Uber has consistently failed to meet these standards.
%%%
Eric Newcomer, the Bloomberg reporter on the day-to-day Uber beat is listed as a co-author of
“Weirder and Darker.” I have deliberately focused my criticisms on Stone (Newcomer’s boss)
because what I see as the major flaws in the piece are completely consistent with “Upstarts” and
other past pieces by Stone and are completely inconsistent with all of Newcomer’s Uber reporting.
Like the other Uber beat reporters in the mainstream business press, Newcomer’s stories have
never directly addressed the central economic questions (e.g. why is Uber still massively
unprofitable, is Uber actually more efficient than traditional taxis, will cities be better off if Uber
achieves the industry dominance it has been pursuing), but Newcomer’s reports have always been
fundamentally fair and accurate. Newcomer broke a number of the stories about Uber’s actual
losses, broke the story of Kalanick’s profane tirade against the Uber driver frustrated with its pricing
policies, and (unlike his boss) has never presented Uber’s preferred framing of a story as “the story”.
None of the information about Uber’s huge losses that Newcomer had published is mentioned
anywhere in “Weirder and Darker” or anywhere in the 335 pages of “Upstarts.” Thus I have assumed
that Newcomer shared the byline because he was the original source of some of the factual events
included and I have assumed Stone is primarily (if not solely) responsible for how the story was
actually written.
______________
[1] http://www.nakedcapitalism.com/2017/02/can-uber-ever-deliver-part-eight-brad-stones-uberbook-upstarts-prpropaganda-masquerading-journalism.html
[2] Stone, Brad, The Upstarts: How Uber, Airbnb, and the Killer Companies of the New Silicon Valley
Are Changing the World, Little, Brown 2017
[3] Stone, Brad & Newcomer, Eric, “The Fall of Travis Kalanick Was a Lot Weirder and Darker Than
You Thought” Bloomberg Business Week 22 Jan 2018 (published online 18 Jan 2018)
[4] In the two months after January 27th this included Kalanick’s inept handling of his decision to join
Donald Trump’s business advisory council Uber’s response to a taxi strike at Kennedy Airport,
Susan Fowler’s blogpost documenting Uber’s tolerance of systemic sexual harassment, a video

showing Kalanick’s profane response to a driver unhappy with changes to Uber’s pricing policies, the
disclosure that Uber had used a system called Greyball to obstruct local law enforcement and
Google’s lawsuit alleging Uber’s theft of its driverless car intellectual property.
[5] These events are described in greater detail in part ten of this
series. https://www.nakedcapitalism.com/2017/06/can-uber-ever-deliver-part-ten-uber-death-watchbegins.html
[6] Part eleven of this series summarizes all of the currently available public data on Uber’s
staggering losses through the 3rd quarter of 2017. https://www.nakedcapitalism.com/2017/12/canuber-ever-deliver-part-eleven-annual-uber-losses-now-approaching-5-billion.html
[7] Uber’s economic problems are documented in detail in my journal article based on earlier parts of
this Naked Capitalism series, Will the Growth of Uber Increase Economic Welfare? 44 Transp. L.J.,
33-105 (2017) Available for download at
SSRN: https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2933177
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Can Uber Ever Deliver? Part Thirteen: Even After 4Q
Cost Cuts, Uber Lost $4.5 Billion in 2017
Posted on February 16, 2018 by Yves Smith
By Hubert Horan, who has 40 years of experience in the management and regulation of
transportation companies (primarily airlines). Horan has no financial links with any urban car
service industry competitors, investors or regulators, or any firms that work on behalf of
industry participants
Uber released new financial data this week, showing full year 2017 GAAP operating losses of $4.5
billion, and an operating margin of negative 61%.
Uber’s challenge is to get the business press to downplay or ignore its dismal financial results, and
to present a narrative where these results demonstrate that Uber is making major progress.
Although Uber has complete financial information, it only released detailed data for three quarters in
2017 and two quarters in 2016. Although much of the missing data can be filled in from earlier
releases, Uber knew that reporters on deadline would not do that, and thus key changes over time
would not be examined.
Uber’s financial releases have never used consistent definitions of “losses,” often using EBIDTAR or
EBIT contributions instead of true GAAP Operating or Net Income. Stories about 2017 results would
normally highlight comparisons with 2016, but because Uber has never supplied reporters with 2016
GAAP profit numbers, their stories did not mention that aggregate losses had continued to increase.
Every news report focused on the continued growth in top-line revenue. Most emphasized the major
progress new Uber CEO Dara Khosrowshahi had made towards his goal of a 2019 IPO.

Only one news report, by Eric Newcomer of Bloomberg, highlighted the magnitude of total GAAP
losses. Newcomer noted that “[t]here are few historical precedents for the scale of its loss” and
explained “Uber prefers to use a different number to refer to its loss: $2.2 billion.” Newcomer
recognizes that $4.5 billion GAAP loss was the better indicator of Uber’s current economic
performance, but couldn’t explain its superiority to his readers because Uber refused to identify the
costs excluded from its preferred number.[1]
The stories that highlighted Uber’s preferred narrative had difficulty linking those claims to the
financial numbers that had been released. Emir Efrati led off his story in The Information by saying
“Uber is moving toward profitability” even though losses were actually increasing and then
emphasized that “[t]he results suggest Uber is getting more efficient as it scales up, allowing it to
improve profit margins”[2] without any attempt to document evidence of meaningful scale
economies.
The New York Times emphasized that the new numbers “reflect a steady improvement in the
company’s financial position, with revenues growing and losses narrowing” but never mentioned the
$4.5 billion annual loss (except to say that losses were “big”.)[3] The Financial Times highlighted that
“Improvements boost new chief Dara Khosrowshahi as he prepares to take company public” Its lead
paragraph reported the smaller EBIDTAR contribution numbers as “losses;” did not mention actual
GAAP losses until the end of the story, and made no attempt to explain why it had emphasized the
smaller contribution numbers, or why Uber was emphasizing a “profit” measure that excluded $2.3
billion in costs.[4] None of the stories identified the actual magnitude of recent cost savings, or
explained them in terms of the overall achievements that would be needed to reach breakeven.
Did Uber’s 4th Quarter cost cuts reflect improved efficiency, or major progress towards
profitability?
Uber did cut its costs in the 4th quarter, but a quick review of the reported data raises serious
questions about the “Khosrowshahi making major progress towards profitability” narrative. As
discussed at length previously, the issue is not whether a startup company might initially incur big
losses, but whether its business model demonstrates the powerful scale or network economies that
would steadily improve operating margins.[5] The issue is not whether Uber has, and will continue to
be able to show in its IPO documents how it can not only reverse $4.5 billion in losses and achieve
breakeven, but steadily grow profits for many years to come.
The table below shows quarter-to-quarter changes in revenues and operating expenses, based on
the detailed data in Efrati’s article.

Between the 2nd and 3rd quarter of 2016, Uber operating expenses rose 3-4 times faster than
Uber’s revenue (the portion of passenger payments that Uber retained). That is the polar opposite
of what one would see if Uber had the kind of scale economies needed to “grow into profitability”.

Between the 2nd and 3rd quarter of 2017, revenue growth rates had slowed but operating expenses
were still growing just as fast. This represents an improvement over 2016, but unit costs were still
not declining.
In the 4th quarter of 2017, Uber suddenly improved unit operating costs, but there is no reason to
believe that Uber’s underlying operating efficiency actually improved. In part eleven of this
series,[6] based on financial results through the 3rd quarter, I estimated a full year GAAP loss of
roughly $5 billion. After years of steady cost increases, Uber froze spending on Operations, Sales
and Marketing, Research and Development, and General and Administration. Insurance, an entirely
variable cost, continued to increase in line with revenue. 4th quarter costs would have been $210220 million higher ($800-900 million annualized) if they had continued to grow in line with revenue.
These are the kind of across-the-board budget cuts big companies frequently make to stem growing
losses.
Perhaps this is an initial step in the right direction, but the budget freeze cannot be said to have
seriously improved efficiency unless Uber can demonstrate that it can continue to produce 10-15%
quarterly revenue growth on the frozen 3rd quarter 2017 cost base. And then Uber needs to find
another $4 billion in cuts..
Twitter just announced profit gains from similar (although larger scale) cost-cutting efforts, but press
coverage was largely negative, noting that the cuts threatened the product and market development
efforts critical to the long term survival of any rapidly growing technology-oriented company.[7] But
unlike Twitter, Uber is a younger, less-mature business that has not yet demonstrated the
sustainability of its business model. Twitter’s cost cuts actually produced GAAP profits. By contrast,
Uber needs to make another $4 billion in cuts to reach breakeven. Twitter went public in 2013. If
Uber wants to go public in 2019, it needs to be able to show that it is continuing to invest in future
growth, and that rapid growth will continue to drive margin improvements for many years. Uber’s
attempt to cut costs in order to marginally reduce short-term losses directly undermines that
narrative.
Is Uber artificially inflating its top-line revenue growth claims?
All previous releases of Uber revenue data were limited to the top-line “Gross passenger payments”
(the total money paid by passengers) and “Uber revenue”, the 20-30% of that total retained by Uber.
In past analysis, I had assumed that the difference went almost entirely to drivers, but the newly
released data shows this assumption is not true, and that Uber may be inflating the top-line revenue
number.
In 2017, roughly $3 billion[8] of this revenue was “Refunds, Taxes and Fees” or “Rider Promotions.”
Government charges and fares that are refunded should not have been included in the original gross
revenue number. The “Rider Promotions” item is more problematic.
If Uber offered discounts, the higher fare (that the passenger did not pay) appears to be included in
gross revenue, while the promotional discount is a separate offset.[9] These numbers do not affect
bottom line P&L calculations, but inflating the top-line gross revenue number directly supports Uber’s
desire to show the strongest possible passenger demand numbers. Uber has steadfastly refused to
release any numbers (such as market-specific fare and yield trends) that would meaningfully
document whether (or where) its revenue performance might actually be improving.
Uber cut driver compensation by $2.2 billion in 2017

The new data allows one to more precisely calculate recent Uber cuts in driver compensation. In the
2nd and 3rd quarter of 2016, 78% of gross passenger revenue went to “Driver earnings and
bonuses.” By the 3rd and 4th quarters of 2017, Uber had unilaterally imposed driver compensation
cuts that reduced this to 72%. If the higher 2016 rates had remained in force, drivers would have
gotten $2.2 billion more in 2017, Uber’s revenue would have been $2.2 billion lower, and Uber’s
GAAP losses would have been much higher than $4.5 billion.
It is perfectly reasonable for reporters to consider year-end financial results in the context of Uber’s
drive towards profitability and an IPO, but reporting on Uber has steadfastly ignored drivers (and the
vehicles they provide) even though they are far and away the biggest component (85%) of what
passengers are paying for.[10] Uber still needs $4.5 billion in profit improvement, but it is unclear
that it has much scope to reduce driver compensation much further. Driver turnover has
soared. There are growing anecdotal reports of drivers forced to sleep in their vehicles.
Khosrowshahi has aggressively publicized efforts to repair relationships with its drivers. Unless Uber
achieves quasi-monopoly control of taxi driver jobs, it is difficult to see how Uber can continue to
take larger and larger shares of passenger fares.
Uber’s narrative in 2018
Uber has always been a narrative-driven enterprise. Uber hopes that people overlook the fact that its
previous narratives about Uber’s powerful, cutting-edge technological innovations, and its
unstoppable march to global industry domination have been exposed as nonsense.
Its current narrative seems to focus on three points; (1) everything bad you might have ever heard
about Uber was entirely the fault of Travis Kalanick, and now that he’s gone all those problems have
been completely solved; (2) Dara Khosrowshahi is already doing great things to restore the financial
promise Uber always had; (3) the core business is still growing strongly and we are marching
steadily towards profitability and a 2019 IPO.
As discussed at length in this series, Kalanick personally drove every aspect—good and bad—of
Uber’s business model for eight years. Uber could not achieved its meteoric growth without the
monomaniacal, hyper-aggressive culture Kalanick created. No one can explain how the bad
behavior that culture spawned can be surgically removed from the rest of the business model, or
how a less monomaniacal culture can rapidly fuel both strong growth and billions in profit
improvement.
While it is too soon to judge his performance, Khosrowshahi has yet to say or do anything to suggest
he actually has a plan that will successfully fuel many years of continued growth and the billions in
needed profit improvement. Nonetheless, Uber continues to make major efforts to portray him as
someone who has already driven major financial gains.
In reality, Khosrowshahi had little to do with the SoftBank investment or Google’s failure to achieve a
major victory in its IP theft lawsuit. The SoftBank plan was established by Benchmark. Google simply
didn’t have clear-cut evidence that Uber had incorporated stolen IP into its driverless car designs.
The Google lawsuit settlement probably could have been achieved months ago, but Uber
orchestrated a process that maximized Kalanick’s public embarrassment, and allowed Khosrowshahi
to play the role of the “responsible adult” that made all the problems go away. Next year’s P&L will
benefit from not having to spend any more money to defend the Google lawsuit, but these gains
should not be attributed to Khosrowshahi’s management skills, or improvements in Uber operational
efficiency.

Most importantly, the P&L data simply doesn’t support the “major progress towards profitability and
IPO” that most press reports highlight. Yes, improvements have certainly been made and will
continue to be made at the margin, but sustainable profits will require a combination of much bigger
cuts to driver compensation, much bigger cuts to Uber’s own costs, and getting passengers to pay
much higher fares. Since no one can define a path to true profitability, Uber continues to emphasize
profit targets that exclude several billion of actual costs. Given Uber’s long success in managing its
public narrative, the possibility that they somehow muddle through cannot be ruled out, but the
available data strongly suggests that profitability mountain is too big, and many of the actions that
could help reduce costs would also choke off future growth.
[1] Newcomer, Eric, Uber Quarterly Sales Rose 61% to $2 Billion Amid Heavy Loss, Bloomberg, 13
February 2018
[2] Efrati, Emir, Uber Narrowed Loss in Q4: Full Financial Breakdown, The Information, 13 February
2018 (subscription required). Efrati appeared to be the only reporter that Uber provided with detailed
P&L data.
[3]Wakabayashi, Daisuke, As Uber Eyes I.P.O., Its Losses are Slowing. But They’re Still Big. The
New York Times, 13 February 2018
[4] Hook, Leslie, Uber pares quarterly losses and lifts revenues, Financial Times, 13 February 2018.
There may be legitimate reasons that some of the costs included in Uber’s $4.5 billion GAAP losses
do not reflect its ongoing financial situation, but no one has documented the evidence here, and it
seems inconceivable that the $2.2 billion negative contribution is the best measure of its situation.
[5] The economic and competitive problems with Uber’s business model are laid out in detail at
Horan, Hubert, Will the Growth of Uber Increase Economic Welfare? 44 Transp. L.J., 33-105 (2017)
[6] https://www.nakedcapitalism.com/2017/12/can-uber-ever-deliver-part-eleven-annual-uber-lossesnow-approaching-5-billion.html
[7] For example see Wagner, Kurt, Twitter made a profit by cutting costs, not by growing its
business, Recode, 8 February 2018
[8] $3 billion is an estimated full year total based on the nine months of actual data released.
[9] Airlines could inflate total revenue by calculating it as “Full Fare” times the number of passengers,
and then deducting the discount to the actual fare paid. This is not done because “Full Fares” have
nothing to do with actual marketplace prices, and any gross revenue numbers based on them can be
easily manipulated.
[10] Taxi service cost structures are documented in section II-B of my Transportation Law Journal
article.
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Hubert Horan: Can Uber Ever Deliver? Part
Fourteen: The New Yorker Lays Out the Template for
Pro-Uber Propaganda
Posted on April 3, 2018 by Yves Smith
By Hubert Horan, who has 40 years of experience in the management and regulation of
transportation companies (primarily airlines). Horan has no financial links with any urban car
service industry competitors, investors or regulators, or any firms that work on behalf of
industry participants
One of the themes of this “Can Uber Ever Deliver” series over the last eighteen months is how many
mainstream business/technology publications have proactively worked to legitimize and amplify
Uber’s preferred PR/propaganda narrative.[1] Uber has always understood that the most effective
way to instill belief in its public relations campaign is to have it presented by seemingly independent,
objective outsiders.
The latest addition to the pro-Uber PR/propaganda genre is Sheelah Kolhatkar’s At Uber, a New
C.E.O. Shifts Gears, the main feature in the 9 April edition of the New Yorker magazine.[2]The
article fails to answer the central question it poses about Uber’s future coherently, but provides a
textbook illustration of how to write corporate PR/propaganda that naïve readers could easily
mistake for honest journalism.
The problem is not that some stories have a pro-Uber slant or might reach pro-Uber conclusions.
The problems are that the conclusions aren’t backed by objective evidence, and the slants are
created by artificially constructed story lines that prevent readers from evaluating available evidence
and competing perspectives. These narratives use classic propaganda techniques to create
favorable feelings about Uber, while distracting attention from Uber’s uncompetitive economics and
awful financial results, and from viewpoints inconsistent with the idea that Uber has an enormously
powerful business model producing ongoing growth that will continue to be a wonderful thing for
society.
A legitimate pro-Uber piece using traditional approaches would clearly state its pro-Uber
conclusions, the evidence and assumptions supporting those conclusions, and would allow readers
to understand key contrary evidence and counter-arguments. PR/propaganda pieces are structured
to look like objective reporting, but cherry pick available data while deliberately ignoring counterarguments, present undocumented assertions as key findings, fail to clearly state or document major
conclusions (so they cannot be readily challenged) and depend heavily on emotive language
designed to manipulate readers. All of these approaches are used in Kohlatkar’s article.
Totally Ignore Economic/Financial Evidence. In the case of Uber, the easiest way to distinguish
pieces honestly trying to inform readers from pieces designed to mislead them is that the former will
prominently feature hard data about Uber’s competitive and financial performance and the latter will
go to great lengths to ignore objective economic data. In an 8400 word article, only 11 words
mention any of Uber’s financial results. Kolhatkar briefly notes Uber’s $4.5 billion 2017 P&L loss at
the end of the 32nd paragraph, and then quickly shifts to discuss the Eric Holder report about sexual
harassment issues. In an 8400 word article, Kolhatkar chose not to mention that Uber’s losses had
been steadily increasing (up from $2.6 billion in 2015)[3], or that Uber’s losses have burned through
$10.7 billion of the investors’ cash to date.[4]The author wanted to leave readers with a favorable
impression of Uber but was not interested in helping readers understand why Uber has incurred

such staggering large losses, or what it would take to achieve sustainable profitability, or how
investors might actually earn returns on their investments.
Tell Only One Side of the Story. The second unmistakable giveaway that this is PR/propaganda,
not honest journalism is that Kolhatkar and her editors only present one side of the Uber story.
Everyone quoted is an Uber stakeholder, invested in Uber’s eventual success. Nowhere in 8400
words is there any mention of anyone who might have a different perspective or hold different
views—competitors, government officials, drivers, local transport experts or any of the many
journalists who have been following Uber over the years.
The article relies heavily on lengthy interviews with new CEO Dara Khosrowshahi Uber investor Bill
Gurley, and various other executives and Board members. As discussed in Part Eight of this series
in the context of Brad Stone’s January 2017 book The Upstarts, Uber has never provided this kind of
inside access to journalists without assurances (implicit or explicit) that the resulting story would
present Uber’s spin and would exclude contradictory arguments and evidence. Kolhatkar doesn’t
disclose how she got detailed access to Khosrowshahi, Gurley and other insiders, or why she didn’t
interview anyone who wasn’t an Uber insider.
Make False Central Claim: That Uber is “Financially Successful” . Financial data is ignored
because the objective of Kolhatkar and her editors is to sell New Yorker readers on Uber’s current
narrative—it is a fundamentally successful company whose recent travails were anomalous and
were fixed when Uber fired CEO Travis Kalanick and hired Khosrowshahi, and is now back on the
path to further success. Those objectives are summarized nicely in the article’s subtitle: “Dara
Khosrowshahi is charged with turning the scandal-plagued startup into a traditional company—
without sacrificing what made it successful.”
The word “success” is applied to Uber five times in the article’s first 1000 words. But Kolhatkar’s
emphasis on “Uber’s continued financial success” and her claim that Uber is “one of the most
successful…companies in Silicon Valley” is fundamentally dishonest and easily refuted. This willful
attempt to mislead readers depends on ignoring the financial data showing that Uber’s growing
multi-billion dollar losses in its eighth year of operations are unprecedented in Silicon Valley
history[5], and that Uber’s peer companies, who (unlike Uber) have fully exposed themselves to the
scrutiny of capital markets and have actually produced strong positive cash flows, profits and
shareholder returns. Kolhatkar’s does not try to substantiate her central “success” claim save for
vague references to rapid growth and strong brand awareness.
There may be a general perception that Uber is “successful” among readers of mainstream media,
but this was manufactured by Uber’s communications programs, and reinforced by reporters like
Kohlatkar who have no interest in seriously investigating the question.
Emphasize Emotive, Personality Issues to Distract Readers from Looming Business
Challenges. Kolhatkar’s story mentions the bad publicity Uber received in 2017,[6] and would have
no credibility if she had ignored these widely known issues. This was also true of Brad Stone’s
January 2018 article on the fall of Travis Kalanick;[7] Both show how the scandals and crises of
2017 forced Uber to shift its narrative from one depicting an unstoppable march to global industry
dominance[8 ]to one emphasizing its redemption and recovery from an inexplicable run of ill fortune.
In both cases, the stories present Uber’s currently preferred presentation in the guise of a story by
an independent, objective journalist.
Kohlatkar glosses over the causes of recent crises, and falsely claims that Uber could not have
foreseen that harassment issues raised by Susan Fowler but moved forcefully to solve those
problems once they became aware of them. In order to make Uber seem more like a victim than a

perpetrator, Kohlatkar absurdly asserts that “[p]roblems of gender discrimination weren’t as
immediately obvious” ignoring a huge body of reporting where Uber was the poster boy for Silicon
Valley misogyny, and the near-universal belief that Fowler’s claims of systemic harassment were
entirely accurate. Kohlatkar willfully misrepresents the Eric Holder study, which was actually
designed to whitewash the harassment issue. Its original version did not sanction anyone in Uber’s
senior management, but was hurriedly rewritten after news of Uber’s misuse of police files on a Delhi
rape victim emerged made the whitewash untenable.[9]
Kohlatkar dedicates almost a third of her entire story to creating a warm and fuzzy impression of
Khosrowshahi. She is not writing a traditional “CEO profile” which would emphasize things like his
specific actions and accomplishments at Expedia, his contract terms at Uber, and his proposed
solutions for its various challenges. Those topics are ignored because Kohlatkar’s objective is to sell
Uber’s “redemption/recover” story and to give readers the impression that, regardless of whatever
happened before, the change of CEOs solved those problems. Thus she highlights the Kalanick—
nasty guy/ Khosrowshahi—nice guy dichotomy. Since Khosrowshahi is a nice guy, readers should
root for his (and Uber’s) future success.
Khosrowshahi is described as a “flatterer, diplomat, negotiator, and salesman” who was selected by
Uber’s board “because of his personality: agreeable, unthreatening, comfortable with the kind of
corporate talk that investors find reassuring.” He displayed cultural sensitivity while visiting Uber’s
India operations. He supports the immigrant “dreamers” affected by the Trump Administrations
attempt to end the DACA program. He grew up in what colleagues described as “the most familyoriented family I ever met” and his parents valued education highly. He drove a rented Volvo on his
first date with his current wife. Their current house (on 23 acres in the San Juan Islands) has is
decorated in “eighty-year-old grandma rock star” style, and Khosrowshahi helped with the dishes
after Kolhatkar ate dinner there.
But Kolhatkar provides absolutely no evidence explaining how Khosrowshahi’s positive traits could
solve the business challenges he faces or how they could rapidly transform a company with a deeply
entrenched personality that embodies its “nasty guy” former CEO. Nothing in the story explains why
issues of personal style might have any bearing on whether Khosrowshahi can achieve his
commitment to Uber’s board to a 2019 IPO at a $120 billion public valuation, 75% richer than
Uber’s inflated $70 billion private valuation.[10]Or on his promise to eventually grow Uber to 20-30
times its current size ($146-220 billion in annual revenue).
Depict 2017 Crises Falsely as Mere “Cultural” Issues Unrelated to the Underlying Business.
Kolhatkar’s narrative insists that the 2017 crises were purely “cultural.” “Uber’s board hopes that
Khosrowshahi will be able to repair the company’s image.” That suggests that the board believes
the crises wouldn’t have happened if Kalanick managed PR better and had hired someone to play
the role Sheryl Sandberg has played at Facebook.[11]Kohlatkar quotes a Uber investor framing the
challenge as “[h]ow does Dara preserve the positive aspects of the culture and change the aspects
that are in desperate need of changing while still competing fiercely?” This reinforces the
redemption/recovery narrative where the underlying business model was always sound, and the
appointment of someone with Khosrowshahi’s personality will fix supposedly non-core problems that
arose in 2017 and put Uber back on the path to success. There’s no need for readers to know more
about problems with the underlying business.
But unfortunately for Kohlatkar, even if you withhold the overwhelming awful financial data from
readers, the internal contradictions come through. The “nice guy cleaning up the nasty guy’s mess”
meme fails because she admits that “Uber’s previous C.E.O., Travis Kalanick, had built the company
into an extraordinary success.”

More importantly, her description of Kalanick’s culture shows that it was directly drove that
“extraordinary success;” it wasn’t peripheral bad stuff can be readily excised from the good stuff.
That culture included Kalanick’s monomaniacal focus on results, active support for “breaking rules”
and taking a combative stance towards any competitor, regulator or journalist that might stand in the
way of growth. The idea that high performers should operate totally free of any constraints was an
explicit “corporate value”. Kohlatkar admits that “Uber’s continued financial success has reinforced
the idea that ruthlessness will be rewarded.”
Uber’s “unexpected 2017 cultural problems that the Board fixed by hiring Khosrowshahi” meme
requires ignoring (as Kohlatkar does) Uber’s long pre-2017 history of willfully disobeying local laws,
competitor sabotage and journalist harassment.[12] A corporate culture that long celebrated
ruthlessness and rule breaking will inevitably lead to the theft of intellectual property, the
development of software designed to obstruct law enforcement, and attempts to use stolen police
reports to attack rape victims and competitors. “High performers” free of any constraints will
inevitably lead to the systematic harassment of their female staff.
As has been discussed at length in earlier parts of this series, the “culture” Kalanick established was
an integral part of Uber’s business strategy. If Uber had not openly celebrated law breaking and a
monomaniacal focus on bulldozing anything standing in its way, it would have collapsed long ago.
Until mid-2017, Uber’s investors uttered nary a critical word about any of these issues, because they
knew that Kalanick’s ruthless culture was directly responsible for the results (rapid growth, large
valuation) they wanted.
Uber was not a “financially successful” company that happened to be run by a bunch of guys with
unfortunate views about women. Uber’s had a ruthless culture because it has always had
uncompetitive economics. Companies that can generate sustainable profits because they are
significantly more efficient than competitors do not need to celebrate rule breaking, steal intellectual
property, harass journalists or tolerate systemic sexual harassment. Uber will not resume its
“financial success” with a more enlightened CEO and increased sensitivity training.
Alert readers will also note multiple cases where Kohlatkar presents comments from Uber insiders
that contradict the “Uber now back on the path to success” part of the narrative.
If Uber’s past “success” was a function of rapid growth, and Khosrowshahi wants people to believe
that Uber has the potential to grow by 20-30 times, doesn’t Uber’s steady recent abandonment of
overseas operations (China, Russia, Southeast Asia, and potentially India) contradict that
strategy? If growth and dominating markets (the way other “tech” companies have done) is critical
but was fueled by subsidies, won’t efforts to improve profits by eliminating subsidies reduce demand
and increase competition?[13]
Uber may have realized that alienating drivers was a “strategic mistake” but wouldn’t higher
commissions make losses even worse, and won’t Uber’s efforts to eliminate drivers make this
alienation much worse? If long-term success in the driverless car industry is a strategic imperative,
as Kalanick and now Khosrowshahi believe, doesn’t that suggest that they believe that they could
never earn returns for investors by operating traditional taxis? Kohlatkar makes no effort to help her
readers understand these questions, or anything that doesn’t directly support Uber’s preferred
narrative.
Fail to Answer the Article’s Central Question. At the outset of the article, Kohlatkar tells her
readers that she will address the question of whether Dara Khosrowshahi can turn Uber from a
“scandal-plagued startup into a traditional company—without sacrificing what made it successful.”
Despite 8400 words, the article totally fails to either answer that question, or to lay out for her

readers the key issues that will determine whether Khosrowshahi can meet that challenge. While I
had not known that Khosrowshahi’s home has a “eighty-year-old grandma rock star” style, I did not
notice any substantive points in these 8400 words that had not been previously reported.
Kohlatkar’s actual objective is to get her readers to buy into the spin that Uber has always been a
fundamentally successful company, and the recent crises her readers have heard about are utterly
unrelated to problems with the company’s business model. Readers should root for Khosrowshahi
because he’s such a nice guy, and should have some sympathy for Uber’s effort to redeem itself
from an annus horribilus that no company deserved.
To sell this fable, Kohlatkar almost completely eliminates any mention of actual Uber financial
results, makes no attempt to explain what she think caused Uber’s many 2017 issues and crises,
spends much of the article on touchy-feely aspects of personality and style, presents the change of
management as a victory for the good guy over a bad guy, and makes no attempt to help her
readers understand what Khosrowshahi would actually have to do to reverse billions in losses and
meet his ambitious IPO and growth objectives.
This narrative was not based on independent, objective reporting. It is central to the article because
Kohlatkar and the editors of the New Yorker deliberately chose to support the PR/propaganda
objectives of Uber’s investors.
______________
[1]Part IV of my Transportation Law Journal article, Will the Growth of Uber Increase Economic
Welfare?44 Transp. L.J., 33 (2017) Available for download at
SSRN: https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2933177 and Part Nine of this series
(15 Mar 17) document how Uber’s narratives have always been directly based on propaganda
techniques, the strategic importance of Uber’s PR/propaganda programs, and Uber’s success in
getting its narratives uncritically endorsed in the mainstream media. Parts Six (2 Jan 2017) Seven
(31 Jan 2017) Eight (16 Feb 2017) and Twelve (23 Jan 2018) of this NC series provide further
examples of pro-Uber pieces presented in mainstream outlets as if they were independent, objective
analysis but which follow the precise structure of propaganda.
[2]Kolhatkar, Sheelah, “At Uber, a New C.E.O. Shifts Gears”, New Yorker, 9 April 2018.
[3]Part 13 of this series (16 Feb 2018) summarizes Uber’s P&L history through the end of 2017.
Parts I and II of the Transportation law Journal document the reasons for these huge, ongoing
losses–why Uber’s is a structurally less efficient producer of taxi service than the incumbents it has
been driving out of business, that if lacks the strong scale/network economies digitally based
companies have used to “grow into profitability” and that its growth has depended on massive
predatory subsidies funded by Uber’s unusually large investment base.
[4]King, Ian & Newcomer, Eric, “Uber Spent $10.7 Billion in Nine Years. Does It Have Enough to
Show for It?” Bloomberg, 6 March 2018
[5]To cite one of many possible sources, King & Newcomer document that Uber’s revenue and profit
performance are dramatically inferior to other public companies with similar valuations, that no
Silicon Valley funded startup lost anywhere near as much as Uber over its first eight years, that only
one public “technology” related company experienced an annual loss larger than Uber’s 2017 loss,
and ratios of sales to market value show Uber offers much less potential to investors than
comparable companies.

[6]Early 2017 crises included Kalanick’s inept handling of his decision to join Donald Trump’s
business advisory council Uber’s response to a taxi strike at Kennedy Airport, Susan Fowler’s
blogpost documenting Uber’s tolerance of systemic sexual harassment, a video showing Kalanick’s
profane response to a driver unhappy with changes to Uber’s pricing policies, the disclosure that
Uber had used a system called Greyball to obstruct local law enforcement and Google’s lawsuit
alleging Uber’s theft of its driverless car intellectual property. Later crises included lawsuits between
Board members following the breakdown of company governance processes, the disclosure that
senior managers had illegally obtained confidential police files on the rape of an Uber passenger in
Delhi (and sought to blame the accusations on competitors), and the failure to disclose of major
breach of confidential customer data. Kolhatkar failed to mention the shutdown of Uber China, which
had lost over $1 billion.
[7]The January 2018 Stone article on Kalanick, (“The Fall of Travis Kalanick Was a Lot Weirder and
Darker Than You Thought” Bloomberg Business Week22 Jan 2018) is discussed in Part Twelve of
this series.
[8]Prior to 2017, Uber’s narrative emphasized that its powerful business model was based on major
technological innovations; that resistance to Uber was driven by regulators and “The Big Taxi Cartel”
who wanted to corruptly deny consumers the benefits of Uber’s substantially superior service; that
strong profits would quickly emerge as they had for all other “tech” startups, and that since Uber’s
business model could overwhelm competitors anywhere, it would inevitably dominate the global taxi
industry, and make major inroads on private car ownership and public transit. See the TLJ article
pp.85-86, and Part Eight of this series, which documents how Stone’s The Upstarts faithfully
replicates that Uber narrative. Part Twelve notes that Stone’s 2018 article is totally inconsistent with
his 2017 book because he has shifted from amplifying (no longer credible) Uber’s “global
domination” narrative to its more realistic “redemption/recovery” narrative
[9]Events related to the Holder report are described in detail in Part Ten of this series (15 June 2017)
[10]Since it would undermine her attempt to generate reader sympathy, Kohlatkar also fails to
mention that Khosrowshahi was one of the highest paid CEOs in America while at Expedia, and
does not disclose his salary at Uber. Presumably, those terms are far more generous than his
Expedia terms, even before the $120 million bonus he could get following a successful IPO.
[11]The growing awareness of Facebook’s highly problematic business model illustrates a similar
contrast between media coverage focused on emotive/personality based narratives (do Sandberg
and Zuckerberg seem trustworthy?) and coverage focused on the underlying business issues (how
can Facebook be trusted if its profits and growth totally depend on unlimited access to private user
data?)
[12]Uber’s ruthless pre-2017 behavior is documented in detail in part IV-D of the TLJ article and Part
Four of this series (5 Dec 2016)
[13]While Kohlatkar’s (very brief) mention of operating subsidies and Uber’s failure to eliminate
competitive threats suggest she has not been as egregious as some other pro-Uber authors in
eliminating anything that might raise doubts the business model, she doesn’t acknowledge (much
less address) those doubts. And those mentions need to be considered in the context of the much
broader range of readily available evidence she has omitted, and her extensive effort in articulating
Uber’s preferred narrative.
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transportation companies (primarily airlines). Horan has no financial links with any urban car
service industry competitors, investors or regulators, or any firms that work on behalf of
industry participants
Here are some of the stories about Uber’s 1Q published results.
https://www.wsj.com/articles/ubers-first-quarter-sales-rise-70-as-it-preps-for-ipo-1527107700
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/05/23/technology/uber-finds-profits-in-leaving-tough-overseasmarkets.html
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-05-23/uber-shows-a-quarterly-profit-sort-of-thanksto-grab-deal
https://www.recode.net/2018/5/23/17380952/uber-2018-financials-yandex-grab-softbank
https://www.ft.com/content/d7ab2be4-5e1a-11e8-ad91-e01af256df68
The (paywalled) WSJ article provided links to actual P&L and cash flow tables.
As usual, it’s a mixed bag of reporting. The Recode, New York Times and Financial Times articles
were especially weak, suggested the reporters hadn’t really been following the Uber story and
weren’t good at reading financial reports. All stories mentioned that Uber’s reported “profit” was
entirely due to the one-time. $2.94 B gain on the Grab sale. But most stories highlighted “Uber profit”
in their headlines and ledes, and only Newcomer (Bloomberg) and Griswold (Quartz) made a serious
attempt to explain to readers that this gain was a one-time accounting entry. Even with their attempts
to clarify, the overall takeaway most people will get from these reports is “Uber is now profitable”
In contrast to these stories, the Financial Time’s Lex column (behind a premium paywall) explicitly
emphasized that the results didn’t mean that Uber was anything close to a profitable business. “Uber
is solidly lossmaking with slowing growth…and has some way to travel to convince markets its
numbers add up before going public” But people who read the FT’s “news” story (or the NYT, or
WSJ) would have no idea that the numbers told this kind of story.

None of the stories made any attempt to explain how the sale of a hopelessly unprofitable operation
could generate a $2.94B accounting “profit”, or made any attempt to explain that it was entirely
based on Uber’s opinion about how much Grab (currently money-losing) might be worth some day.
None of this “profit” had nothing to do with the exchange of assets where the underlying value had
ever been audited or based on exchanges in public markets.
None of the reporters seemed to grasp that making a (roughly) half-billion P&L improvement (aside
from the Grab accounting benefit) in a single quarter, if true, would be a major story in itself, and
didn’t explain how this was achieved. It appears to have come from a $280m cut in driver
compensation vs the 4th Q (drivers getting less and less of what passengers actually pay–a piece of
the Uber story that every major outlet ignores) and a $277m cut in G&A and Depreciation expense.
Most stories mentioned Uber’s hoped-for 2019 IPO, but none attempted to explain whether the 1Q
data points toward the narrative Uber will need to gain a strong public valuation. “We are no longer
losing a billion dollars a quarter” may be better news than the alternative, but neither Uber nor these
reporters can explain how or when Uber might achieve breakeven, much less the sustainable profits
investors will need to see. Dara Khosrowshahi has publicly stated that he expects Uber to grow to
20-30 times its current size, and that Uber’s driverless car “flying car” programs are critical to
achieving those growth targets. But all of the things that drove the Quarter-over-Quarter P&L
improvement directly undermine that “growth narrative.”
Much of the huge G&A/Depreciation cuts were related to reduced spending on future growth. Any
company can goose current earnings if they stop spending for the future, but this is not what
potential investors in Silicon Valley “growth companies” want to see. Most stories quoted
Khosrowshahi’s comments about growth exceeding expectations, but none noted that the quarterover-quarter growth in gross passenger payments was only 4%. Some of the stories mentioned the
termination of driverless car testing in Arizona, and the recent departure of the head of Uber’s flying
car project, but no one attempted to explain how any of these facts could be consistent with the
company’s aggressive growth objectives. Obviously, the idea is that “growth companies” can use the
strong profits and cash flow from their core business to fund a variety of longer-term growth
opportunities. The reporting on Uber still ignores its awful year eight economics in its core
businesses, and that its hope of eventually earning money in driverless and flying cars is even more
inexplicable.

